
Padmasambava Sadhana ~ Basic Guru Yoga 

Enter your practice space with an attitude of reverence and do 
three prostrations with awareness of the Buddha, Dharma, and 
Sangha—and body, speech, and mind. 

Visualize yourself facing Padmasambhava. He is at an arms 
length and sitting on a lotus. The lotus has petals of the five 
colors: white, red, blue, yellow, green. There is a five-colored 
rainbow over his head sparkling and radiating in all directions. 
Above, the sun is in the sky on his right and the moon is on his 
left. Imagine his body as composed of wisdom light and 
representing all the Buddhas and enlightened teachers as as 
well as objects of refuge and lineage masters. He looks at you 
with compassion and loving kindness. Joyfully see and feel five-
colored lights radiating out from his body in all directions. 

Hold this image and and cultivate bodhicitta, the thought of 
attaining enlightenment for the benefit of all beings. Repeat the 
seven line prayer at least three or seven times. 

HUNG OR JEN YUL JI NUB JANG TSAM  On the northwest border of the country of Oddiyana, 
PEMA GE SAR DONG PO LA   On the pistil of a lotus, 
YA TSEN CHOG GI NGO DRUB NYE  You have attained the most marvelous, supreme siddhis. 
PEMA JUNG NE ZHE SU DRAG   You are renowned as the Lotus Born, 
KHOR DU KHA DRO MANG PO KOR  Surrounded by your retinue of many dakinis. 
CHE CHI JE SU DAG DRUB CHI   Following you in my practice, 
JIN JI LOB CHIR SHEG SU SOL   I pray you will come to confer your blessings. 
 GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG! 

Recite the mantra, OM AH HUNG VAJRA GURU PEMA SIDDHI HUNG, at least 21 times, preferably one mala 
or 108 times (or more if you have time). While reciting the mantra visualize the seed syllables: OM in bright 
white light at his crown, AH in bright red light at his throat, HUNG in bright blue at his heart. 

When you are about to finish the mantra, visualize a bright white light shooting from the OM 
on his crown like a falling star and entering your crown, receiving his body blessing and 
purifying all obscurations of your body and channels. Then a bright red light shoots out like 
lightning from the AH at his throat and enters your throat, receiving his speech blessing and 
removing all obscurations of your speech and winds. A bright blue light then shoots out from 
his heart and enters your heart, receiving his mind blessing and removing all obscurations of 
of your mind and essence element of the body. Finally, visualize all three lights 
simultaneously entering your crown, throat, and heart, purifying all your habitual 
obscurations and filling you with the blessings of body, speech, and mind. 

Now Padmasambava’s body dissolves into rainbow light which dissolves into a point of light 
entering your crown chakra and comes down into your heart, mingling with your own 
awareness. Imagine your body is filled with light and remain in this state without conception 
or distraction. There is no separation of yourself and the absolute state of Guru 
Padmasambhava. Sit in meditation for as long as you have time. 

When you are ready to leave formal meditation, regather the energy of your wisdom nature as mirrored by 
Padmasambava, dedicate the merit of your practice, and walk into your day with the presence of undistracted 
nonmeditation.  

By this merit may all obtain omniscience. May it defeat the enemy, wrong doing. From the stormy waves of 
birth, old age, and death—from the ocean of samsara, may I free all beings.


